Simultaneous surface registration of ictal and interictal SPECT and magnetic resonance images for epilepsy studies.
Subtraction of ictal and interictal single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) images is known to be successful in localizing the seizure focus in the pre-surgical evaluation of patients with partial epilepsy. A computer-aided methods for producing subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to the magnetic resonance image (MRI) (the SISCOM method) is commonly used. The two registrations involved in SISCOM are (1) between the ictal-interictal SPECT images, which was shown to be the more critical, and (2) between the ictal image and MRI. To improve the accuracy of ictal-interictal registration in SISCOM by registering all three images (ictal, interictal SPECT, MRI) simultaneously. The registration problem is formulated as the minimization of a cost function between three surfaces. Then, to achieve a global minimum of this cost function, the Powell algorithm with randomly distributed initial configurations is used. This technique is tested by a realistic simulation study, a phantom study and a patient study. The results of the simulation study demonstrate that, in surface-based registration, the triple-registration method results in a smaller ictal-interictal SPECT registration error than the pair-wise registration method (P<0.05) for a range of values of the cost-function parameter. However, the improved registration error is still larger than that obtained by the normalized mutual information method (P<0.001), which is a voxel-based registration algorithm. The phantom and patient studies reveal no observable difference between registration results. Although the improved accuracy of triple registration is slightly worse than voxel-based registration, it will soon be possible to apply the results of this study in research utilizing the triple-registration principle to improving voxel-based results of ictal-interictal registration.